
Soccer Olympics Accuracy Game
Kino Sports Complex - 2023

Accuracy Event Competition Format
& Player’s Instructions

1. The Accuracy event takes place at Kino Sports Park Main – Field #7 at the Quad.
See area map at entrance to field/Quad for location of Accuracy Event.

2. There are 4 different Accuracy courses.  Make sure you know which course and
what time your event takes place before you arrive at the park.

3. Each team opposes all other teams in their bracket.

4. The course consists of a kicking line and three levels of targets ranging from 10 yards
to 30 yards away. There are 3 targets at 10 yards made of mini hurdles/cones, 2 targets
at 20 yards which are 4v4 goals, and 1 target at 30 yards which will be a 9v9 goal. These
targets are worth 1 point, 2 points, and 3 points respectively.

5. Each team will provide five players. Each player from a team will have a chance
to kick one ball at the target of their choice, with volunteers keeping track of the
scores as they go along.

6. Tournament will provide size 3 balls for all Accuracy events.

7. Judges / Score Keepers will clearly mark scores on score sheets and designate
winners based on final scores. 1st, 2nd and 3rd place teams will be given their
scorecards to take to the Accuracy Tent to receive their medals.

8. In the event of a tie, each team will designate one player to shoot at any of the
targets and this will repeat with new players until a team breaks the tie with a
victory. The tiebreaker may take place on a different accuracy course in order to
maintain the Olympics schedule as necessary.

9. Players should be at the event 15 MINUTES prior to the scheduled time of heat.

9. Because all Soccer Olympics events are running simultaneously, late arrivals to
any heat cannot be rescheduled regardless of the schedules of the other events.
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